Approved & Proposed Developments*
South West Planning District

Legend

ZONING, TYPE

- DRI, PROPOSED
- PRD, APPROVED
- PRD, PROPOSED
- PUD, APPROVED
- PUD, PROPOSED

Development Names

1. Pellicer Creek PUD
2. Rivers Edge Plantation PRD
3. Cypress Lake PUD
4. Joy RV Sales PUD
5. Elkton Concrete Casting PUD
6. Double Bridges PRD
7. Coquina Crossing PUD
8. Music Theatre at I-95 PUD
9. Country Walk PUD
10. Terra Prima Reserve I PRD
11. Terra Prima Reserve II PRD
12. Gray Fox Farms PRD
13. Ashton Oaks PRD
14. Westchester PRD
15. St. Augustine Industrial Park PUD
16. Honey Branch Estates PRD
17. St. Augustine 500,000 PUD
18. Bartram Farms PRD
19. County Road 214 PRD
20. Elkton DRI
21. Honey Branch Creek Estates PRD
22. Bartram Farms Unit II PRD
23. Hyde Park PRD
24. Hyde Park PUD
25. Watermark DRI
26. Crescent Ranches PRD
27. Fishtail Branch PRD
28. Old Brick PRD
29. Southwest Commerce Park PUD

DISCLAIMER: This map is for estimate purposes only, and should not be used for making final site-specific land use decisions. Data provided are derived from multiple sources with varying levels of accuracy.